PATRIOT FLUID END
In 2020 additional resiliency and maintenance ease is needed for fluid ends and fluid end replacement.
Historically fluid ends have suffered from premature failure and service-related issues. Failure could occur
from fatigue cracking through corrosion, wearing around the suction seal bore, valve seat cracks and many
other points of vulnerability. The resulting downtime and financial impact create a need for more robust fluid ends.
The PATRIOT fluid end is the solution. Please see the specs on the PATRIOT fluid end below.
Life Expectancy 		

3.5 X industry standard

Pump Integration		

Direct fit to 1000/2250/2500 pumps

Replacement			

Direct replacement for SGWS fluid ends

Spring Retainer 			

Spring retainer enables quick valve, seat, plunger, and packing replacement

Alignment			 Alignment not needed for suction covers
Suction Cover Replacement

Special tooling not required for suction cover installation

Material			Stainless steel
Service				24/7
Country of Manufacture

United States

Distributor			

Stout

Contact Stout for all your fluid end needs.
Colton W. Roberson | 361-207-2926 | croberson@stoutenergysolutions.com
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